
Welcome to Rulemaking
IDAPA 20.04.01 and IDAPA 20.04.02



Public Meeting Agenda
 Welcome and Introductions
 Participation & guidance
 Rulemaking
 Draft Negotiated Rule
 Substantive recommendations
 Miscellaneous recommendations
 Discussion
 Please send written comments on this Draft 

Negotiated Rule by Nov 17, 2021

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good evening, I’m Josh Harvey, Chief of the  Idaho Department of Lands Fire Bureau in the Forestry and Fire Division.With me are Brooke Heasty, our administrative assistant, and Gary Hess, retired IDL.Gary is the former Regulatory and Stewardship Program Manager in the Forestry Assistance Bureau and now consulting with us in this process.Our agency rule coordinator, Anna Maria Mancini, is with us remotely.We officially entered negotiated rulemaking for IDLs fire rules Oct 4, and the public meetings held today in Coeur d’Alene and tomorrow in McCall serve to involve interested parties in achieving consensus on changes to rules associated with Title 38 Chapter 4 Idaho Code.A copy of the current draft changes is available at the back of the room and on the rulemaking web-siteTime does not permit addressing each  edited change to the draft rules, but we will describe specific changes that illustrate the nature of the changes.At this point we anticipate only a single substantive change and mostly changes related to simplifying and clarifying the text.



Public Participation
https://idl.Idaho.gov/rulemaking 

 Idaho Administrative Bulletin
 Social Media Posts
 Public Meetings
 Comments
rulemaking@idl.Idaho.gov
Online Comment Form
300 N. 6th St. Suite 103 – Boise, ID 83720

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We encourage public participation in this process and are committed to include as many interested parties as we can by reaching out to folks with every available tool.Our rule coordinator, Anna Maria, keeps our agency’s rulemaking website well-populated with updates and all the associated documentation for each rule set the agency is actively engaged with.It’s very important that you sign in and provide your e-mail contact information so she can update our interested parties list.  This list will be used to send notifications of upcoming events or of updates to the rule text.Please be sure that all written comments are sent by e-mail to rulemaking or snail mailed to the Boise office Attention: Rulemaking.A summary of comments with the agencies response to comments will be published at the conclusion of negotiated rulemaking.

https://idl.idaho.gov/rulemaking
mailto:rulemaking@idl.Idaho.gov


Guidelines for Success
Stay on Topic
Be respectful of others (raise hand / take 

turns speaking)
Keep comments brief and relevant
Offer specific wording suggestions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You are welcome to make oral comments this evening.Although we are taking notes, our public meeting is being recorded in Teams and a transcript of that recording will be part of the rulemaking record, we still encourage you to follow them up with comments in writing.  



Hierarchy of State Documents Idaho             
Constitution

Legislative Statutes     
(Idaho Code)

State Agency Rules 
(Administrative Code)

Policies

Procedures

Guidance & Other Written Interpretation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This pyramid of state documents shows where rulemaking fits in the hierarchy.  The authority for state agency rules is derived from Idaho legislative  statutes. The draft rule text we jointly develop in coming weeks will be used to develop a proposed rule. If adopted by the Idaho State Board of Land Commissioners, the legislature will review it in the 2025 session.New statutes or statute changes follow a slightly different path and are rightly more difficult to achieve.  There are some statute changes that may become necessary in the future, but the agency is not prepared to pursue any at this time.If and when we do pursue any, modifications may be included to modernize language that would further facilitate aligning rules intra-agency. For example, defining slash across the agency as waste material 3” diameter or less. We’ll touch on an example of that today.Policy and procedure documents include our Fire Management Handbook which contains many of the forms used by the bureau in administering statute through rule.  You’ll see that  in play in some of the miscellaneous changes that support word count reduction, where current rule directly quotes statute, but does not reflect current, legal, procedures.



What is Rulemaking?

 We are modifying rules
 Rules have the force and effect of law
 Rules are created by agencies with input from 

stakeholders and reviewed by the Governor's Office 
and Legislature

 Negotiation makes for better rules
 Governed by the Administrative Procedure Act (Title 

67, Chapter 52, Idaho Code)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the process that all rules go through in Idaho.The process is described in detail in the Administrative Procedures Act that many of you are very familiar with.  I encourage you to read the relevant portions of it to better understand the requirements all of Idaho’s administrative procedures must follow.



Rulemaking Limitations
 Authority for rules is in statute
 Rules must stay within statutory authority and 

legislative intent
 These rules are mandated by Title 38,Chapter 4, 

Idaho Code
 Governor's Zero-Based Regulation Executive 

Order is the Motivation and Requirement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2019 Governor Little issued the Red Tape Reduction Executive Order which tasked agencies to reduce the regulatory burden on Idaho citizens by eliminating unnecessary and/or redundant rules and simplifying and clarifying the text of rules to make them easier to read and understand.In 2020 he issued the Zero-Based Regulation Executive Order. This executive order requires all state agencies to rigorously justify any new regulations and set out a requirement for each agency to periodically review, justify and revise their rules every five years.The Idaho Forestry Act and Fire Hazard Reduction Programs rules are scheduled for repeal and replacement in 2024 in response to this Executive Order.The current expectation is that agencies will reduce their rule set sizes by 15% in this review process.



Rulemaking Timeline 

October 4, 2023
Negotiated Rulemaking 
begins; 2 Meetings

February 2024 
Information  
update Land 

Board

January 2025
Pending 

Rules  
legislative 

review
August 15, 2023

Land Board approves 
rulemaking

April 3, 2024
Proposed 
Rulemaking 
begins

March 2025
Pending Rules in 
effect if approved by 
Idaho Legislature

April 24, 2024
Proposed 

Rulemaking 
public comment 

ends

November 17, 2023
Public comment  

ends 1st draft 
Negotiated Rules

February 1, 2024 
Target conclude 
Negotiated 
Rulemaking

May 16, 2024
Land Board 
adopts pending 
rules

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This illustration shows the chronology of the process we are in with the objective of review by the legislature in January 2025.There is time embedded in the schedule to make more than one round of negotiated rulemaking if neededYou will see in a later slide this 1st draft does not reach the governor’s goal



Negotiated Rulemaking
 Notice of Intent to Promulgate Rules Administrative Bulletin 

Volume 29-10, October 4, 2023, IDAPA 20.04.01 pg. 512, 
IDAPA 20.04.02 pg. 514

https://adminrules.idaho.gov/bulletin/index.html
 Initial comment period October 4 to November 17, 2023
 Draft rule text posted on IDL website
https://www.idl.idaho.gov/rulemaking/docket-20-0401-2301/
https://www.idl.idaho.gov/rulemaking/docket-20-0402-2301/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Links to the administrative bulletin and the draft rules texts for chapter 4 rules are shown here.

https://adminrules.idaho.gov/bulletin/index.html
https://www.idl.idaho.gov/rulemaking/docket-20-0401-2301/
https://www.idl.idaho.gov/rulemaking/docket-20-0402-2301/


Negotiated Rulemaking
Additional draft rule text may be posted before 
November 17, 2023 on IDL website
https://www.idl.idaho.gov/rulemaking/

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If additional non-substantive changes are made to the draft text to move closer to a 15% reduction of word count, they will be posted to IDL’s rulemaking web page and a notice will be sent to all interested parties of the update.Any additional changes will be related only to rewording to reduce the overall text volume.If during the process comments or suggestions are made that would substantively modify the rules and IDL decides to incorporate those changes, IDL will publish a 2nd draft and open a new comment period.

https://www.idl.idaho.gov/rulemaking/


Example Miscellaneous Changes 20.04.01.010
010. DEFINITIONS.
The terms Fire Warden, Forest Land, Person, Range Land, Slash and State have meanings provided in Section 38-
101, Idaho Code. In addition to the definitions set forth in the Act, the following definitions apply to these rules:
 01. Block. A piece of logging equipment where steel rope or cable is actively turnsing the block’s pulley and 
used as part of a cable logging/yarding system. for the specific purposes of establishing It is used to install tail hold 
anchor points, intermediate support of main lines, or carriage haul-back capability for the purposes of yarding or 
hauling of logs to a log landing for transportation to a mill or processing facility. 

  
07. Fire Warden. A duly appointed fire warden or deputy. (3-31-22) 

08. Forest Land. Any land which has upon it sufficient brush or flammable forest growth of any kind or size, 
living or dead, standing or down, including debris or growth following a fire or removal of forest products, to 
constitute a fire menace to life (including animal) or property. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In accordance with Office of Administrative Rules guidance, definitions that are in statute should not be repeated in rule, but referenced. Removal of definitions substantially reduces the word count.In the edited definition of “Block” there are examples of removing unnecessary, wordy phrases, modification of grammar and elimination of a run-on sentence for a more concise description of a “Block” and its use.Similar changes occur throughout the 20-04-01 draft rule.



Relevant Idaho Forestry Act Definitions
TITLE 38

FORESTRY, FOREST PRODUCTS AND STUMPAGE DISTRICTS

CHAPTER 1 IDAHO FORESTRY ACT

38-101. DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter, the following terms are defined as follows:

"Forest land" means any land which has upon it sufficient brush or flammable forest growth of any kind 
or size, living or dead, standing or down, including debris or growth following a fire or removal of 
forest products, to constitute a fire menace to life (including animal) or property.

"Range land" means any land which is not cultivated and which has upon it native grasses or other forage 
plants making it best suited for grazing of domestic and wild animals and which land is adjacent to or 
intermingled with forest land.

"Person" shall mean and include any person or persons, and any corporation, firm or other entity.

"State" shall mean the state of Idaho.

"Fire warden" or "forest warden" shall mean duly appointed fire wardens or their deputies.

"Slash" or "slashing" shall mean brush, severed limbs, poles, tops and/or other waste material incident 
to such cutting or to the clearing of land, which are four (4) inches and under in diameter.

 



Zero-Based Regulation 20.04.01 
Rule Text Word 

Count
Restrictive 
Words

Must Required

Current Text 2941 30 24 6

IDL Draft 2574 26 23 3

Reductions - 367 - 4 - 1 - 3

High Success - 12.5 % - 13 %

Red Tape 
Reduction
Ensure Idaho 
regulations 
remain 
streamlined, user-
friendly, and easy 
to understand

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Collectively, the current edits result in a 12.5 % reduction in word count and a 13 % reduction of restrictive words.Restrictive words are words that obligate an action or precede accrual of a privilege



Example Miscellaneous Changes 20.04.02.010
010. DEFINITIONS.
The terms Fire Warden, Person and State have meanings provided in Section 38-101, Idaho Code. In addition to the 
definitions set forth in the Idaho Forestry Act, the following definitions apply to these rules: Unless otherwise 
required by context, as used in these rules:

08. Fire Warden. A duly appointed fire warden or deputy.
 
12. Initial Purchaser or Purchaser. The first person, company, partnership, corporation, or association of 
whatever nature who purchases a forest product after it is harvested. 

14. Slash or Slashing. Brush, severed limbs, poles, tops and/or other waste material incident to such cutting or to 
the clearing of land, which are four (4) inches and under in diameter. However, for the purpose of these rules and to 
correspond with standard fire classifications, for these rules slash will only includes material less than or equal to 
three (3) inches or less in diameter.     

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In accordance with Office of Administrative Rules guidance, definitions that are in statute should not be duplicated in rule, but merely referencedRemoval of definitions can  substantially reduce the word count, but there are only two duplicated definitions in 20-04-02.In the edited definition of “Initial Purchaser or Purchaser” the word person is used.  Person is defined in statute and encompasses the words or similar words removed from definition 12, which reduces the word count.Note. The definition of “Slash” is retained in 20-04-02, since it is has verbiage to justify departure from the statute.



Relevant Idaho Forestry Act Definitions
TITLE 38

FORESTRY, FOREST PRODUCTS AND STUMPAGE DISTRICTS

CHAPTER 1 IDAHO FORESTRY ACT

38-101. DEFINITIONS. As used in this chapter, the following terms are defined as follows:

"Person" shall mean and include any person or persons, and any corporation, firm or other entity.

"State" shall mean the state of Idaho.

"Fire warden" or "forest warden" shall mean duly appointed fire wardens or their deputies.

"Slash" or "slashing" shall mean brush, severed limbs, poles, tops and/or other waste material incident 
to such cutting or to the clearing of land, which are four (4) inches and under in diameter.

 



Example Substantive Change 20.04.02.110
110. BURNING OF SLASH

02. Burn Plan. Burning of within specifically designated blocks or areas of forest land for any purpose must be 
conducted in accordance with a prescribed burn plan approved by the fire warden in whose area of responsibility the 
burn occurs.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IDL and DEQ have been actively engaged in developing a solution to the requirement for DEQ to have a smoke management plan for regulating smoke from prescribed burning.  DEQ is currently in negotiated rulemaking to develop smoke management rules.Current plans involve entering an inter-agency agreement that will allow IDL and DEQto jointly manage smoke from prescribed fire for hazard reduction.  Rules within each agency may be adequate without the need for a new DEQ rule specific to burning of slash.Historically 20-04-02.110.02 was interpreted to apply only to broadcast burning and a burn plan was not required for pile burning. To apply the current requirement to pile burning is a significant change in policy. The change shown in this rule can be considered to be substantive and to facilitate using current rules for smoke management under an inter-agency agreement is a prudent step to take.Additional information regarding the IDL/DEQ agreement will be discussed at an upcoming DEQ Air Quality meeting.



Zero-Based Regulation 20.04.02 
Rule Text Word 

Count
Restrictive 
Words

Must Required

Current Text 4006 34 33 1

IDL Draft 3849 23 22 1

Reductions - 157 - 11 - 11 0

Moderate 
Success

- 4 % - 32 %

Red Tape 
Reduction
Ensure Idaho 
regulations 
remain 
streamlined, user-
friendly, and easy 
to understand

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Collectively the edited changes to the draft rule text only reduce the word volume by 4 % even though 11 uses of the restrictive word “must” were modified.  Clearly we have more work to do to approach the governor’s objective.



“ Thank you for your comments!”

Idaho Department of Lands  - Forestry and 
Fire Division, Fire Bureau



Prevention
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